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Preface.

This handbook it a part of a set of instructional

materials developed to facilitate the efforts of Georgia -

educators in the planning and implementation. of comprehensive

career guidance programs. Such program Improvement efforts

are affected by several factors including the quality of

related staff development programs. In turn; the quality

of the specific in-service program is dependent upon the

quality of the instruction materials and upon the qual'i'ty

Of the instruction or group leadership. The focus of this

handbook is on the latter factor-the quality of instrbction

or group leadership. Our purpose is to -elp prospective

group leaders prepare for their staff development activities

in career guidance by reviewing some basic principles of

group dynamics and group procedures. The handbook is

designed to serve as an overview to be read by individual

workshop leaders and perhaps, to be discussed with others

prior to the implementation of a comprehensive staff develop-

ment program. We hope that the handbook will stimulate

your interest, your competence; and your confidence in

group leadership.
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//---\ THE GROUP DEFINED

The term "group" has been variously defined by. different authors

writing in different academic contents. A "group" as it is used in this

handbookrefers specifically to "a collection of three, or more persons

who function in an interdependent, cohesive manner to Allay accomplish

the established goal(s)." In this contexta iroup of individual's,

may be distinguished from an "aggregate" of persons in that the Tatter

does not require interdependence of members to accomplish the goal(s).

To illustrate further the difference between a group of persons'and an

aggregate of persons consider the following two situations;

Situation 1: People frequently are seen in large numbers at the movies.
. It might be stated that the persons have a common goal- [-

Aggregate that of being entertained The persons comprising the
aggregate however,,are not interdependent upon one
another to accomplish being entertained, nor do they
share any feeling of belonging (cohesiveness) to the
group.

This condition is not entirely true with live entertain-
ment. The size of the Audience and its responsivenets
(aggregate) definately affects the performance of the
entertainers. In this loose sense, they need each other,
but not in any personal way. Another example might
include pedestrains waiting for a street light to change.
Each person has the same specific goal '6ut absolutely
no need for any other. However, even here, if one person
crosses against the light his/her behavior might Apfluente
others-to flo the same.

PtSituation 2: Five persons set the
4

goal of writing a textbook and having,
it ready for 'publication in five weeks. Normally, it

. Group would be impossible for any one or two persons to-perform
the necessary research, write the mapuscript, edit, type,
and have it ready for the printer in the five weeks
allowed while still satisfactorily performing one's main
occupation (assuming the. authors are not full-tiMe writers).
In this case, all group members might agree to research

8



the material , after whi Mr. and/Ms.' B. mould take
,

responsibility for the writing of Ortain chapters.
M. C and Ms: 0 might igree to write additionaLchapters-

, and edit the 6.q( of Mr: A' and Ms.,B. Mr.°EmightNtake
responsibility aonsibility for etingMs'. C and Ms.. D's work along`
with typing.t4p-manuscript as per the printer's re6uest.' .

In this matinef one can see the group of five persons
. sharing in the feeling of belonging' to the group .anas
functianing,in an interdependent manner to accomplish
the goals which had been set.

Situktion 3: A military combat unit pro ides an even more dramatic
example of group member inAerdependence. The failure 'of
even one member to perform his expeCted function could 44
cause the annihilation of the entire unit.

THE ATMOSPHERE

The atmosphere.in rich groups may be conducted are, to a large

1.'
.

t
extent, dependent upon the style of leadership employed by significant,

'persons- in the group. BHadly.speaking the atmosphere of the group
. ,

(

may be either (1) democratici
.

(2) autocratic, or (3) laissez-faire, or

. .'various combinations-of these.

-1

The Democratic Condition'
,

In this cond on the group leader functions in the earl.

as an initfatOr."(syg ests newjdeas, top

tOthe role of clari ler,' reflector, and /0 terpreter. As the

clarifier, the leader verbalizes; clarifies, a s /or inte rates the

relationship among various feelings or ideas expressed by g oup members:

The leader in the reflector's role may simply_restate I in different

words'or in the same words) the idegs or feelings' expressed by oneo/'

more members of the iroup. AiinterPreter, the Hader must decode the
)..t/

feecngsat_perceptions expressed in the group. Sometimes these

es

tc:).and_guicioy moves

\
1

initiator
,clariVer
reflector,:
interprete2



feelings are expressed non-verbally and the leader is expected,to.

interpret these cuts as well as the verbalized .ieelingt. _Mother

group member may at es assume this function.

In the democratic- atmosphere members of the grqup.are treated

in en egalitarian manner: Voting., to determine group goals, is not
.(

uncommon,nor is periodic re-assessment of goals by members with

further voting.
, . . .

.

A consensus dectspin may alto.octur in a democratfC grim) and is
. .

.

usually quite effective, although it requires more time to determine

goals than raising a maJority decision. In, tg voting situation a

dissenting minority often causes difficulty in the execuXon of the

decision byrefusing to cooperate with thelleader and/cir group.
/

The Autocratic Condition:

In this condition-theleader is'set up -as a' structurer, infor-

mation giver, evaluator and occasionally as an expeditoer.aod/or

sUpo6Fter. Functioning as'the structurer the autocratic Teader'' _

alone determines the group's goal(s).and purpose(s) and may channel

participanti'.verbalizations in specific directionS to meet the

leader's perceptions of the-need(s) of the group at given limes. In

the information-giving role, the leader-is set up'as an expert
4

offering authoritatim,facts or generalizations relating to- the group.

situation. The evaluative function of the leader compares the'group:s

fuOtioning to some criteria '(fregueptly ex al to the group) while

the expediting function serves to facilitate the group membelfs to

participate, make deciSions," or, in general, t ulate the group to

, be more productive or active. The leader's functions as supporter is
4

to 63mmunitate. understanding and/or acceptance of the contributions

of the group members,',

1-0

Egual4y

I

Structure
Info -giVe

Evaluator
Expediter



The Laissez-Faire Condition:

Under this co 'the "leader" basically retreats fromra_

Position-of signifi ance and allows the group to develop in a.leader-
.

less*manner. 'The der" may choose to retreat by functioning
#

primar41, as an information seeker. In this role theleader would

Information/
ask group membe s for their suggestions, friformation, or facts. Opinijn

Seeker
Another rol which-the leader might assume, is that of opinion. seeker

in-which t e leaderattempts to extract suggestionsk for group members

relative alternative methods for accomplishin grout). goals. (In

reality there probably is no such thing as a legd less group in that

one of the significant members of the 5;r-cup will sen that thereis

no leader and move in to fill' this .void.)

One should not anticipate that any one of these leader determined

condition's will exist in a Oure form ever an. extended time period.

To force adherence to one of these, at all times could result.in the

,

,failure of the group to achieve its goals. Other factors also

.

affect' the atmosphere of the group; such as, the nature of-the task
,/ .

and changeS_ln it',..-the coriir)Othion of group membership including
.

) . % r
turnover and time limitations, The significarice of these faCtors

will be discussed later.

O



LEADERSHIP

Assessment of Leadership Style:

It appears that leaders with different personalities function
.

.

:with varying-effectiveness in democratic, autocratic,-and
c

faire climates. ,FOr

i'

some. leaders it may be natural to'function-M

a democratic Atmosphere, while others may find it more natural, or

:Convenient to operate,in a laissez-faire or.autocratic climate. It,

is usual for an indGidual (leaderkto be more,comfortable in one

particular climate than in another. untAual leader Who is

equally-effective and comfortable operating in.,a1.1 three CTimates..

At this point it may be beneficial to refiect,back'to the ,

opportunities you have had to participate in or lead groups. Ask

yourself the-fq lo ng questions tb help you determine your preference'

for group climate.

.1. ''tan I comfortably si't down and Allow another
group member tofunction as the leader-even
when I disagree with the person's opinion?

yes no

2. Am I comfortable the grOuOrto,allowing
formulate its o'n goals without my input ?" ,yes no

' 3. Do I function well as a "verbal minor"

4.

of an individual or the group?,

DO I feel most comfortable when I feel .e'--

yes, no

that I. have full control Fver the process
of the group?

yeS no

Answers
.1

1. If'you answered yes to number 1, It appears that you. may prefer
a laissez-faire atmosphere. A no answer to number,1 indicates
`a preference for an autocrat4c climate:

, . , ,

2. A yes response to question 2 indicates a laissez-faire leader-
ship style', while a no answer shows a preference fora
democratic climate.

12'



4
3. An affirmative response to question 3 indicates that you

might be more attracted to operating in a democratic 6limate
rather than in an autocratic Or laissez. -faire environment
,(the no response).

4.,, An affirmative re§ponse to question 4 indicitA that you feel
most comfortable when you can determine the process'of the
group- in advance. Your decisions would be final. A no
response suggests-that such a condition would not, lease you.

.)1

Summary of answers:

Question 1'

Question 2

No

Question 3

Question 4

Leader Characteristics:
--\

Leadership qualities and styles of leadership are probably twori

of the most Oesearched areas in group dynamics. A brief definition of

leadership is the ability to influence the opinions, attitudes and

Laistez-faire'

Laissez-faire

Democratic

Autocratic

Autopratit

or
Autocratic,.

Autocratic or
Laissez - faire.

Democratic or
Laissez-faire

behaviors of other people. Surprisingly little conclusive evidence

has been compiled regarding the t or most effective type of group

leader. To a large extent this is due to thOkact that there are so

many different types of groups whit require varying leadership

luAlities and/or styles of leadership. Consider-for a moment some of

the different types of groups. These might include task groups,

counseling groups, various socill groups including sororities,

fraternities, men's and ladies'/ clubs, discussion groups, thqrapy groups,

guidance groups and so on. Overall, however, these qualities 2f an/

effective leader-have emerged and appear to cut across grOups-!-)

1. Flexibility-the effective leader is able to function in
divserse roles ('see: roles within groups in following section).
The leader is able to adapt to new events, new group members,
a changing environment, etc.

13 deOr
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2. Delegates authority-the leader is able to assess her/his'
leadership styles, skills, knowledge, etc. and does not
hesitate to assign leadership roles to others in the group,
who have greater knoWledge or skill in dealing with others.

3. Maintain' psychological distance-while pi leader is open
and genuine to all members of the group, the leader does not
become a !pal" to one or more members of the group.

4. Promotes group cohesion-the leader makes every attempt to
develop unity in the group, to develop a sense of pride in
belonging to the group, and to increase the members.' identity
with the group (see: cohesiveness). ,

ROLES. WITHIN THE GROUP

Moreno (1974) indicates that the term "role" has been in use since

the.timeof Aristotle. WOle its present meaning has changed somewhat

since the time of ancient Greece, the fact that it was so early iden-

tified and described attests to its importance. In a modern context

the term "role" shall beAefined to mean a particular-life script,

characteristic scheme of response, or method of behaving which may be

of either long or short duration

Certain roles which have been, noted to, exist at one time or

another in all groups are outlined on the following pages."_



NOTES.:-

1-12

Positive, goal
oriented roles.'

1-4

Most commonly
employed roles.

1-2

Laissez-faire
leader

3-4

)Autocratic in
/nature.

5-9

\Most typical of
the group leader - -'

regardless of style.
Mott facilitative.

(

ROLE DEFINITIONS

1. Information Seeker: Asks for clarification of suggestions made
in terms of their factual adequacy, for authoritative infor-
mation and for facts pertinent to the problem betng discussed.

2. Opinion Seeke:'ASksnot primarily for the facts, of the case
but for a clarification of the valuesAnvolved in a suggestion
made or in alternative suggestions.

3. Information Giver: Offers facts or generalizations which are
"authoritative" or relates his own experience pertinently to
the group problem.

4. Opinion Giver: States his belief or opinion pertinently to a
question, a suggestion made, or to alternative suggestions.

5. Structurer: May define the purposes of the group, establish
goals, and describe the group process. Sets the stage for
role playing discussions. May summarize the discussions of
previous interviews to channel immediate discussion to a
specific direction.

6. Initiator: Suggests or propotes to the group new ideas or a
changed way of regarding the group problems or goal. The
initiation may take. the form of a proposed new procedure for
the group or a newway of organizing the group for the task
ahead.

7. Clarifier: Shows or clarifies the relationship among various
feelings, ideas, and suggestions or tries to.integrate
feelings, ideas, and suggestions.,

8. Interpreter: Interprets feelings expressed by members of
the group or interprets the significance of non-verbal
behavior.

9. Refleetor: Reflects feelings expressed by members of the
group. This reflection is usually limited to specific
feelings which have been expressed by the person to whom
the statement was directed. Occasionally the counselor or

, one of the clients may reflect a "group feeling."

10. Evaluator: Subjects the accomplishments of the group to
some standard or set of standards of group functioning in
the context of the group task.

11. ExpedfOr". Encourages and facilitates the participation of
others.1Prods the group to action or decision; attempts to
stimulate or arouse the group to "greater" or "higher quality"
activity.

r7
12. SupportOr: Agrees with and accepts the contributions of

others. ',Indicates understanding and acceptance of other
points Gif view, ideas and7suggeS'tions

o



3-9 *.

Generally
construed as
negative,
force .

relative to
group
accomplish-
ing its,

goals.

13. Passive Resister: Displays a lack of involvement in the group's
work.. Actiont may take the form of cynicism, nonchalance, horse-
play, and other forms of "out-of-field" behaviors

14: Non-Participant: Does 'not participate in the group.discussion at
all but showS no signs of active or passive resistance.

15. Blocker: Tries to avoid aOssue being discussed. Attempts to
maintain or bring back an issue afterthe group has rejected or
by-passed it.

16. Aggressor: Exhibits hostile behavior toward others or attacks
the topic of discussion. Deflates the status of others.%Exoresses
disapproval of values, acts, or feelings of others.

17. Recognition Seeker: Calls attention to self by boasting,
monopolizing the conversation, or other forms of exhibitiorriscic
behavior. Struggles to avoid being placed in an inferior position.

18. Help Seeker: Tries to evoke sympathy from others through express-
ions of insecurity, personal confusion, or deprecation of self.

19. Dominator: Tries to assert authority or superiority in mahiuJi6;-Qt,
the group or certain members of the group. The dominator gives
directions authoritatively or interrupts the contri[Aitions of
others.



At this; point it should be,no d that a group member may function

in several of the roles outlined above within a relatively- short period

of time (30 minutes or less); Or, the individual may elect to fOnction

in a'single role for an indefinite span of time. Both ofAhese Con-
,

ditiohs are commonly observed in ongoing groups of Various types and

are quite- normal.

further, an individual(In the group has two methods of adopting'

one or more of the various roles. Role assumptidn,oCcurs when an

individual freely chooses a desired role and be-haves in accordance

with the role.description. Here the key is that the individUal decides

what\ role to assume based on her/his personal needs, desires, perceptior,

of self, and/or perception of the group situation. Role assInnrient is

the alternate method in which an individual is ascribed a particui,ii-

role based on the group's perception of the "best" role for (halt

Apciii.fidual. The key here is that the individual is not free to cloose

a desired role. Role asignment,occurs when the group sanctions a

particular role for an,individual. In general the grog
t ,

of a particular role relative to an individual may either be positive

or negative,dependltig upon_ the group's intention of the sanction,is

well as the individual's need to behave in a specific role-.

It is important to remember that role assumption and role assign-i

ment are almd'st always interactive and mutually supportiv vc!ry deily

in direct contradiction. However, contradiction could. exist, or more;

liely develop, creating a dissonant condition wityn the group which/

r.oeds toj)e resolved.

Sometimes an individual may wish to change his assigned and/1r f

assumed rol, Roles to groups tend to become relatively fixed quit

eatly in the life of the group, and the group resists alterations i

1
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role expectancies. A meMber wishint to change roles may need the
r

leader to assist him/her in gaining group acceptance of different

role behaviors from the'role(s) which had been pv4iiiously acted out.

The leader needs to be sensitive to indications that a member is

:becoming uncomfortable in an assigned role. If role experimentation

is built-in earl"), as part of the group norm, the shift from one rple

t6 another becomes'easier to accomplish.

Consider belowth four situations in which the roles are .(1)

assumed; (2)assigned, ) assigned, positive sanction, (4) assigned,

negative sanction.

Situation 1: A counselor-working in a large urban middle school was asked
to work with a group of,ei htIo ten acting our students.
The counselor decided tha given this particular type -of
student, an, externally posed group goal (imposed by
counselor with input f om teachers and administro,tor)
was the Most appro ria The counselor planned t,0
structure the gro activities so as to minimizethe
potential for a ing our during the first two group
sessions (auto atic).

A move toward a more democratic style would occur when
_and if the students exhibited positive controls in their
behavior, By the third session it appeared that most all
of the students had 4aken'on positive roles a majority of
the time. Billy, hoWever, had entered the group as a
dointnator (see role definif' -) and continued ,in that

*role'for all three Uhether Billy was acting
r;c nsciously and realized his tendency to dominate or was

ring unconsciowl satisfy some inner neqd
need to be a "leader" through control) waskunctear.
a c)ear to the counselor and some grog , members

ever, that Billy had chosen (assumed) this group role
Oerthat it was detrimental to the grow in its goal effort.

Si ilation 2: A counselor was assinned the task of faciliLatinq teacher-
administrative interaction by the County Superintendent.
The counselor was told not to take sides in the discuion
but was to see that a compromise/solution regarding
teacher-administrative misconceptions was effected.

5ituaticn 3: A group composed of the teachers in a small elementary school
was given the.task of formulating goals, processes, objec-
tives, and activities for a new program which was to he
implemented in the school. Ms. Jones, a teacher in the school
had just returned from a two year sabbatical leave during
which time she completed her doctorate in curriculum plan-
ning. At the first task meeting Ms. Jones wasappointed task



4

leader by group consensus even though she stated. that he
wasunfamiliar,wtth the new program-to be implemented.

Situation 4: In another elementary school the principal sele
teachers to serve on a committee to determine how
modify the curricul tvto make releva

ted stven
o best

t to today's'
ith "who has made ft clear that he cares

ny n progr4m, attemps.to block the group
q i goal by asking.medniniless questions,
o ers and by continually asking persons to

youth: Mr.

little for fa
from reac in
interru ing

GOAL FORMATION

repeat th v.es. By the third meeting, Mr. Smith was
not recogniZed by the leader,, group memberS foiled to
repeat for him-and he was "talked. over" as the attempted .

to interrupt others.
1

Goals may be either (1) groum formulated through consensus of
, -

opinion, (2) imposed by a power source or clique from within the nroup,

or (3) externally imposed-from an agent outside of the group. in,0-

ively, one might assume that goals yihich are group formulated hav Lhe

highest probability of being achieved. In many instances, this will be

the case since members tend to work harder to achieve'goals in which

they have a personal investment. However, the r 145s potential for

the attainment of the goals ultimately will he dependent upon the

--individuals comprising the group and upon the resources readily

available to the group members. It follows that the members of the

nroup must have the necessary s- kills, 'ntelligence, etc. for goal

attainment regardless of how the grour's gnals are formulated.

The goal or goals may involve a number OY tntermediary steps (long

r,wicie) or may he attained directly in a relative0y brief amount of time

(short ranger: Determining whether a goal is lOng or short range will

depend to a large extent upon the abilities of the members copyrising the

group as well is their willingness (capability) to function as a group.

Consider the three methods of goal formation in the statements which

follow. See if you are able to,determine (1) how the goals are forTi-



ulaied (by the group, from clique within ,the roup, or from external

source) and (2) whether the goals are long short range.

A work group has been formed by the director of a telephone
company to suggeft new ways to improve service to customer's
and reduce operatfng.costs." A written report of suggeStions
is expected.

number of telephone employees formed a, group for the purpose
of helping' earthquake victims in a South American country.
They desire "to help* Much a possible."

The Vegetable Club which meets the first Tuesday of every other,.
,month is in the middle ofOlscussing to whom and in-what way
surplus vegetables should) he distributed. Mr. agd(Mrs.,,t'Oid
their neighbors state that they.both have trucks and would be

k willing to'pick .up and deliver the surplus vegetables if the
vegetables are given to their favorite charity. The grow-)
so decides.

Answers

1. The first group-had its goal externally imp
It may either be a short range or a lo
on hn,' the members construe th' isk or or

2

L Ample, in the short range situation t! ,rkers migh
dec.;, to meet once after work for one hour. ,ne cfroup mer4ber
might he appointed or elected to write down the various
suggestions given within the hour. Thfs list might then be
submitted to the director.

1,"

Hr.k- ,t1u0S.

In the long range situation the workers might and decid
remain for one hour per .day after work for the next two weeks.
After they believe they had exhauSted all reasonable suggestions
a subgroup m.ight be appointed or elected to research company
recorth.to determine which if any of the group's Suggestions
had already been tried.' This .,;uborOup might then make its
findings known in an after work session to the 1601Pr room.
The larger gr'oup might then establish further meeting times
to discuss and revise the suggestions they had originally had
which had not been already tested by the company. Finally, a
comprehensive typeritten report of the group's suggestioni,
along with that research, and possible pilot studies then he
..iibmitted to the director.

2. Situation 2 examplifies group formulation'of the goals. It

also may be either long or short range, as in case one..
4#.t:

3. Th, third situation is an example of subgroup or cligue,within
the larger group formulating the group's goals through Mild '

. coersfon This,a0rars to he a, short range.goal.



COHESIVENESS. tt

Cohesiveness might best be describpd* the glue holding a group

together. It is the sense of we-ness--the shared feeling of together-

Hess, or solidarity among -the group members. Cohesiveness is

r
netessary for any group tolunctiod reliably and'effectively.

A.geoupjends to be more highly cohesive: (1)' the more homogeneous-

the members'. attitudes and are, (2)_ the more the group members

'interact (communicate) with dne a4°'nother-, (3), the smaller the size of

the group,. 4) the greater the perceived exclusiveness Of the group,

and (5) the more homogeneous are individual member's goals. In essence,

the cohesiveness-of the group depenri, 'won the similarities (

actual or percei4ed) o'f the member_, ,Jesires to accomplish a common

goal and their Idiosyncratic motivational levels while functioning as

group members.

To further illuitrate the difference between groups.origh andow

. in cohesion consider the following examples:

Situation 1: Five college students, all from rural backgrounds, have
formed a group to lobby for legislation mandating indus-
trial clean air and water standards. Each member strongly

High believes that the federal' government is the agency which
Cohesiveness must accept responsibilitiv V) insure the clean air and

water standards. The group meets informally at least
three times per week to discuss governmental involvement
and pending legislation All five members are ecology
majors and plan to work with the Department of the
Interior or Department of Natural Resources to further 7
effect their be }iefs.

Situation Eighty pertons ranging'in age from fifteen to eighty -fix
have formed a group to educate its members in vegetable

Low gardening techniques._ The group meets once every two
Cohesion ,-Months for two hours to view a film and to hear a guest

lecturer. Members. are distributed widely throughout 0
large urban area and rarely have or)take the opOortunIty
,to interact except at meetings. Attepdanceit the meet-
ings generally averages about 50%.

2_1
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FACILI1ATINkCOkSiVENE-S; IN AN ESTA1LISHED GROUP

4

Factors whtch 'increase cohesiveness in functioning groups have

been detliled by numerous researchers-(Seashore, 1954: ailder, 1958;

Ross anti, Zander,,057). Eight basic conditions which have b-en demon=

Strated to prom to cohesiveness include:

L. Shared eliefs and attitudesemong the group members. Consehus.
,regirding purpose andfgo115.r-.

2. Shared security needs of group members.

3. Feelings of positiveness toward the grqup.

4. The degree to which the group is valued by other groups.

5. The exclusiveness of the group.

6. Smallness of size of the group.

7. Communication among members',. that isen, two-way interaction.

8. Focus on common tirea

7

The group leOder the responsibility of helping to build a

foundation which will promote cohesion within the group. This is

probably the most diffic t task with which the leader is confronted.

Proting cohesiveness with the group may well he a greater challenge
---.../

than actuatlysolving a large part of the group's stated problem.
r

Eyeray life Confronts us with examples of the above. Consider

the civic club president who is unable to sufficiently motivate group

members to work towards achieving the stated group goal. It-is not

unusual to see such a leader performing the entire group function alone

or ith the help.Of
k

a few others. It is the lack of cohesiveness, in

'1th1 instance, which caused the group members to fail to participate
4

and forced tl group leader to function independently of, the group.

/ 2
15
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t
-Grow J.irOnts

/c.
, Any group regardless f- the style ,,of liaders.hip;:thecltreate, the :

,
/ '

.

... v
-- comPOOtiOn 401 e members, -or a combination of-4yjias limits impos

. ,
';

upon ii from sourceS'external to the gropp. The limiting factors in-
,

-_-1. \clude-theeenvirAment.th which the group must function .and thgfj,

,social -system= in which the- crolt extstt, in essence, -reality.

C'
Tht group 410 must contend w4th the-limitsjmposed by the membert

ii ',1 ....., .

within the:greup. :The imitk established from witqltn the group are in ,...

1

effect the group norm., BOnney (1974) has defihed the group, norm as

"the limits of allowahl, behaviors of individual members of the group

which also inclddes variable rewards and punishments when the behavior

exceeds the allowable limits." /).

The group leader, is in a position which normally allows.her/him
. 1

to establish or develop further group limits. An example Oethis type

of limiting occurs when the leader decides, before the group is formed,

what its climate should beco6. That is, the leader may realize a

personal preference for functioning in a democratic environment and may

so structure the group. Or, the leader may choose to develop an

autocratic or laissez -faire atmosphere depending, upon a desired out-

come, the personalities of the group members, the lerigth of time the

orodp has to fection, and a variety of other vari'aples which the

N-__
leader considers relevant. It should be apparent at thi

,
point that

the leader has many value deCisions to make, all of which affect the

entire groUp membership.

44

When a group is first formulaikd, orrfore if possible, the

leader -must consider: )
d ''

.41.' .
.

1. The possible or probable goals which the group members may
t 0

fomulate. If the goals are externally imposed or if the leader is to

determine the.goals this condition,can be considered before the group



, )

1i criated. If the group is to .set its own goals then, the

.°.

lea* must Alt until 'after-the' goals have been developed before
)

.

Mly determining in what,yays an8, hat conditions the goals

Might best',be met,
,--4

12. The .gyoup"atmosphere/leader stylelin this instance the leader

)01s6bl1ged.not only to consiffer4e groupgoaTs4(as in #1,above)but..
.

must also take fhto accountthe'perSoipalities,(if known) of 'the various

Aroup members and the leadei.''i perference for a particular leadership

Style. The leader must then determinelf she/he can provide the type

of leadership (climate) necessary for the group. members'tb achieve the

desired goals. If the 'leader is unable to provide the necessary climate,

a new leader, or a co-leader, ?bmfortable in functioning in a different

climate should b,eemployed, The newt leader or co-letder may be a

if
member of the, group.

i
b ,

3. (a) The environmental (physical) determinants. These are the

external limiting factors under which-the group must operate. The

group leader will do well to consider in advance things such as the

physical comfort of the group. Are there sufficient tables, chairs,

etc. so that everyone may work comfortably? Do group members have all

the material needed to function effeftively and fully? Are audio-

visual
).

visual materials n good working order and can the presentation be

seen and heard by all Thout strain? In general environmental

determinants- should be accounted for and prepared for well ahead of

time whenever possible.

,(b) The social system of the community.' The group fader must

determine -if thd group activities and goals are congruent with the

prevailing social mores, attitudes, beli0s, etc: of the community in

24
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I
#

1014ch thy. group fs-being.-Conducted. Are the act4vities appropriate
J

idle-members of al.l'iges? Should the activities be presented ohly with
,--

ad older or 4ounger?group? ';' , P-
\ 4

standards of allowable behaiclors exist, hrid if so what the standards

4. The grOup norms., In this respect the leader must consider if

0

are. A leader who violates the larger gm's-00°m 4 a negatiefil,:manner

e ,.
will'Ancur resistance.from Members of the group or poSsibly expulsion/

....0'

excl4sionfrom the group depending'uporl the severity of the viOlatiOn.

In thts matter consider the new, young religious leader invited to

lead a mission in Central America: Suppose they.oung man was intelligent
.

. .'

and perceptive but that he failed to realize the parishoner's belief

thit,any forM of birth control was taboo. FUrther, suppose that at one

of the first few group meetings the leader gelivered' his sermon on the

necessity of birth control. )In this instanci the leader by hit. vio-

;

v w, .

lation of the group norm (espousing b rth.control practices.) would .. .-,

probably, at the very least, incur resistance, or at worst, be excluded

from further group participation. 'A .

(t *

Now that we have considered many of the dyn'amics present 'across

groups let us turn to some of the more specific leader behaviors which

have been effective in formulating groups, establishing ground ru4 les,

facilitating the general discussion and helping to keep the group on task.

FORMULATING THE GROUP

The group le er is generally, less actively involved with this
j

process then with alit ofh,rt which follow. However, it' is important

for a grodji leader to onsider the origivfof the group if the leer's
\

potential Is to be mWximized. A spontaneous group jtype r) may form

when a number otential members communicate and/realize the co

25



ality of f1 believ's and 41pitudes .The-potentialmembers
e

also'realize tha they share a- common need'which can be best be satisfied ----,c, ,.., ,,,

through group membership. J

v.R

4
r

, 1

'Another type Of grodp,(type II) may be forme when a pirtOn in lit

.. .

position of authority or power designates Versons of ,lesser power to work

together tO'itcomplish'some,godri. The goal in this case. is'determined,

.
,

,

-', by the authority figure.. In-this, case the goili may be to ,help the power

ffgUre.make sothe deeisoW, acquire informai441, galn Linderstanding.and/or

perhaps Just feei better. In this 'situation the powe figure chooses
,

...._

.

,

to,function as a part of the group.' This person may or y not choose

to function as the group's leader; however, as an example of this case-

consider the President of the United States and his cabinet members.

Thhe President '(authority or power figure) designates the cabinet

members (usually persons of less power) to help him accompli;h some

goal (balance budget, insure defense of country; etc.). The President

is Undoubtedly a part of the group and he may or may not elect to funct-

ion as the group leader.

A third way (type III) in which groups are formed involves a person

in an authority position mandating that subordinates function together to

accompllih a goal set by the authority figure. In this case, however,
to

the power figure is not a working member of the group. This principle is

illustrated When the President of the United States appoints a commission

of scientists to study the effects of supersonic travel on the earth's

atmosphere, or, in the schools, when a superintendent appOints a group

of principals"t6 determine methods of equalizing teacher workloads among

their various schools.

In general it can be st ted that individuals function in groups to

satisfy intrinidc (prima dnd/or e)itrihsic (secondary) needs. When

26
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a person functions in a group.to achieve a personal goal or to satisfy

a personal need we may assume that'the personis operating at.an intrin-
i

sic level. When. the person functions in the grnup to satisfy someone

else or to gain son thing other tnan'one's own satisfaction then one is

extremely motivated. A third condition may be Said to exist whin-a person

fUnctioning 1n =a grOup.simultaneoutly satisfied both the intrinsic and

the extrinsic-need States.- This state maybe illustrated by the teacher
o

who,remains After school:each (idyl() coach a football team. -The teacher

may be satisfying personal needs (intrinsic)'relative to perceived status,

being associated 14h a winnin!yeam, being a leader, etc. Further,

this person may be compensated monitarily or considered for a proMbtion
.;

thereby satisfyingan extrinsic need (money, possible assistant

principalship,'etc.) throughloarticipatioh: with the football team.
,

Establishing Ground Rules:

Oncia group Nis peen conceived (or actualty formed). some basic

decisions must be made, concerning the desired outcomes for the

partitipants. These decisions will undoubiedly be value oriented and

will necessarily involve frOm one person to the entire group membership.

That is, someone or some{collection of persons must decide in what

manner (through what activities). the group goals can,hest be achieved.

In the 'spontaneous group (type I) situation, Bonney (1974) has 4

indicated that the group must necessarily experience certain develop-

mental epochs if it is to become fully functioning. Ronney states that

the group operates at first_at an establishment stage inwhich'the group

members attempt "to achieve a functional interaction...that will allow

for personal growth." This stage is further divided by Bonney into two

substages of exploration and socialization. In the exp ratory and

socialization stages each member of the group tries to estimate.how he/she
-
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is received by the others anehow to expect other group members to
,

"behave. The leader is totted in terms of his competence. The form

N
lorwhich.the exploration occurs will depend on the kind, of people

involved; their ways of relatini.6o Others)' in grOups, the behavior !

of the cOunsiar-freader) and the se g

Before the socialization and exploration stage begins,. *however, it

is desirable for the leader (orin informed group member) to briefly

summarize: (1) the purpose'of the group, (2) the physical and social

reality (conditions) under which the group must operate, (3) and generally

the appropriate, or an apprOpriate method of participant interaction.

In summarizing the purpose of'the group it is stressed that the group

goals need not be espoused. In actuality, the specific long and short

range goals will not yet have been established:. When the physical and

social contigencies under which the group must functioh are defined,*

should be brief and in the narrowest sense possible. This is done-1n\

an effort to keep the ground members unbiasedrelative to their individual_-
/ "

'peroiptions of the "rears.environMent. At a later point in tim0)the

members will usually discuss openly the realities operating on the group!.

A group decision will thenbe made Concerning this reality and how .

members are to function within it (parameters'of allowible behaViors are

'.defined based on the group's reality perception). The appropriate

method(s) of interaCtion among group membIrs should be broadly defined so

as not to unnecessarily restrict, limit members from

expressing affect. The most general guide in setting the geound,rule for/

appropriate modes of member interaction is4o ask whether or not a.

member's behavior (verbal, physical) contributes to the:growth of the

members in the grotip, is withih the limits of allowable behaviors for 0

the society in whiCh the grO(Jp functions and is related to the purpose

and goals of the group." If the ann fs'yes, then ,'the group behavior



xd

is appropriate.
1. .4

In 01 Type II group (fo d by an authority figure'in which member

participation is mandatory rater_ than voluntary) the establishment of

ground rules roceeeds much in' pie same way as,above with the exception

44that the thority figureis f4e to step In at any time to determine

the grbup's purpose and/or goalS. Further the authority figure may
I

diettite*the group's reality and the method of interac

In the Type phsituation the ground rules relative to the purpose

and goals of the group as a whole are set by the authority or power

figure'during.or before the establishment stage. The group's reality

and mode of member interaction ever, is usually left to the -dis-

cretion of the group members. In this situation (type III), the

_authority figure is usually interested only in the ehd product of the

group-that is, whether or not the group met the identified need relative

to the purpose and /or goals which were defined for the group. Inthis

case the members' personal growth,''needs, etc. are not of primary

importance..'

FACILITATING THE GENERAL DISCUSSION/THE LEADER AS FACILITATOR

The process of facilitating, in '(ts most basic form, simply means

making it easier or more pleasurable for the group members to interact,

either verbally or non-verbally. A hilVegree of facilitation is most

often achieved when certain leader and group properties, described

jbelow, are present in the functioning group.

eductiol of Anxiety or Threat

A group functions best with a minimal level of anxiety in relation

to the purpose and process'of the group. Most of us tend to react with

some degree of apprehension AD unexpected, novel or ambiguous situations.
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We can only respond to any interpersonal situation according to per-

ceptions and response sets:we have formed from past experiences.

Students typically expect school situations tobe fairly well structured.

If the expectation is ignored or violated, the likely result will be

-confusion, hostility or inaction. A simple acceptance'of'the uncertain-

ty.felt by the participants ds normal will in itself relieve much of the

anxiety associated with it. Further help may be given Arlyin the group

by exploring with group members the ways_ in which this group will be
1

similar to groups they have experie ed before and ways in'which lt may

become unique. A similar sort of iety may also be experienced by

the leader.

Democrats Leadership Style

The research has repeatedly shown that members more freely construc-

tively communicate when the group leader functions in a democratic

manner. (See role behaviors for leader pages 5 through 7). lippitt and

White (1943) in their classic study have shown that under democratic

leadersh/p originality and spontdneity exist at a high level. Tension-

hostility appears to be present atCI:Try low level -especially when

compared to other forms of leadership. This suggests that, when practical,

the leader should strive to develop a democratic atmosphere within the

group.

Environmental Engineering
1

This term refers to the preplanning involved to "insure the safety

(psychological and physical) and comfort of the group members. In its

simplest form it might mean that the leader arranges a quiet, tastefully

furnished iv.eting place for the group. More elaborate schemes might

proVe necessary as the group progresses through different activities such

3o
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role playing,'sociodrama, psychodrama,' etc.

Cohesiveness Stressed

The leader should attempt to promote and maintain the highest

level of cohesiveness possible during the life of the group. (See
,

cohesiveness, page 14). In this respect certain leader roles are

mandated. Those roles which serve to clarify and increase the members

understanding of one another should'be undertaken frequently by the

leader.

Ground Rules Established by the Group as a Whole

When each member,of the group has input into hoW the group should

:function then each member becomes personally committed to abide by the

group's rules and to help achieVe the group goal. In fhis same manner

the group members may determine how deeply they will become emotionally

involved with the group and what types of experiences are appropriate for

members to .share with the group. This consensus relative to the level

of sharing serves to help keep all group members operating with like

amounts of emotional involvement. Threat may he kept to a minimum as

ground rules are established which forbid discussing tite group activit-

ies with persons outside the group.

Establishing Time Contingencies

This Js'the process whereby the leader designates definite segments

of time by which a certain task ,or goal is to be accomplished. The

group members.are thus forced to interact cooperatively if the task is

to be completed in the time allowed., The leader must be cautious

however to insure that sufficient time is allotted for the successful

completion of the tasks. This suggestS that the time
contingeV

ncies'

should be somewhat flexible and capable of being varied at the discretion
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of theleader. As the leader and group gain experience functioning

together the leader will be better able to set realistic time .

contingencies.

Difficult Group Members

Passive - resister- engages in "out of field" behavior, stares out

the windows, makes irrelevant remarks, etc. If t e group is cohesive,

the,group,itself will probably pressUke htm/her nto constructive invol-

vement or at least neutralize the Oerson'S destructive potential. If

possible, assign him /her to a project with'a partner who is .ctive and

well accepted by the other members. The passive resister may eventually

force you to remove him/her from this group.

High status in the larger group based on referent power- This

erson may beable to exert moire influence over the group members than

the leader. Examples include the leader of a delinquent gang, an

exceptionally bright student, or a star athlete. The leader should

attempt to elicit this member's cooperation rather than compete with

him/her.

High status,in the larger group based on legitimate or assigned

power7A principal or superintendent of a school as a member, but not

the pretumed leader, of a group of school teachers and counselors.

Other groups members may defer to this individual even plough his/her

4410iments may not be especially relevant or goal directed. In this

situation'the group leader would do well to develop an understanding

with the administrator before the first meeting of the group. At some

point a Jiplomatic confrontation might be necessary. The administrator

should be helped iounderstand the importance of cooperative effort

and mutual respect among all members of the groU0. It'May be necessary

to remind the administrator (and iter members also) of the group goals.
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A comment recognizing.the unique responsibilitiwand duties.ofthe

administrator may giVe the leader sufficient credability toIuggett

that the group return to a task'orientationAin light of the realities

an ;restrictions posed byrihe'high status person).

There are several other typeS of behavior which the leader should,

be alert to such as the. clown; the deviant; the molepolizer, and afew

others. The one the' eder must do something about without exception,

however, is the blocker. rt

Thellocker.Many groups and especially those' groups which have
*

involuntary participants, esperience members who behave in such a" manner

so as to block the group from achleVing a Itated objective'or goal.

In the case of a very young group (recently.establisfied)ora group low

in cohesiveness it is doubtful'that any member will confrOnt_a blocker

due to the fear of breaking of the group. In this.case it is.necessary

for the group deader to minimize the negative effects of the blocker on

the group until the group either becomes more cohesive and/or matures.

In dealing with the blocker the leader need not become involved in'

direct confrontation. In fact, confrontation is usually best avoided,

at least Until the. group becomes sufficiently comfortable f ctioning

together to handle a major internal disorder. The leadey' can-serve to

minimize the blocker's effects by:

(1) systematically ignoring the blocker, or (2) by delaying or postponing
, ...,

the blocker's verbal notions. Examples of these situations are illus-
1

itrated below:
.v.4e

Situation 1: Leader: Does anyone have any suggestions as to what we can
da to help iohnny?

Blocker: Johnny doesn't need any help.:
Ignoring

Leader: (ignoring blocker): Mike, it.looked as if you were
about to 'suggest something, or
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Leader: (ignoring blocker): Whet are some thingi we can
do to help Johnny?

Situation e',f: Leader; Does anyone have any suggestions as to what w
. can do to help Johnny?

Making
Blocker Blocker: Johnny doesn't need any help...
Delay or

Response Leader to Blocker: If you will hold off a moment until
after we've come up with some suggestions,

..-

.t
I'll let you tell me tow y6u feel.

. .

. \
/

GROUP ACTIVITIES USED TO FACILITATE INTERACTION AND LEARNING,

Role Plying

Role playing is the conscious adoption of a perceived method of
.

'behaving not normally employed by an individual for the purpose of

increasing the individLial's or group's understanding' of the dynamics

of the psychological interaction at hand. Role playing may be of

either long or short duractir;:with thirty minutes to an hdur being

considered of long duraction. Roles may either be assigned by the

group leader to the individuals or the individuals may volunteer for

a specific role. A role playing activity mak involve one group member,

a portion of the group, or the entire group.
a

Consider the foll,owinb role - playing situation in which two par-

ti

. a,teachee and ,a counselbr, re asked to interact. This

cduld be arty two or more members of the group who appears to be in

conflict, thereby obstructing the progress of the group. Teacher\
/ k

Pcle d:_the loher feels strongly that the school should take a more

active ;dtt in Lellipg ;tudents,whl., they ought to do with their liyes.

Obviously Flay are not mature enough or experienced enough to make

these by themselve3. Counselor Role Thelicounselor feelS

.11-it as strongly that the students should be encouraged to,make their

34'
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,own decisions without advice or diimmtinftence from others even when

requested. The counselor's' typical response to students is "hoirdo.

nu feel about this?"

The two people playing the roles then discuss their- opposing views'

with an effort to reach some sort of understanding. 4

! .

Role-reveral - After participants have interacted, it may be helpful

to have the same participants switch- roles -and then role play the activity

again. In this manner the participants may -gain insight intolthe,prob--

lens and needs of persons different in some way fromthemselmes.

Socio-drama - This is an acting out of .a problem area common and

significant to 111-iembers of the group.rif the group 1$ large enough,

it Is best to have part of the group put' on the drama while the rest

observe and take notes. 'The participants may play themselves or be

assigned typical roles such as initiator, blocker, etc. A discussion

should always follow the drama.

Sub-irouping

Thij technique of breaking down 4le whole group into smaller logical

com0OneAts has been demonstrated to be_effectilie under a number of

different circumstances. In one situation, the leader may wish to divide

--t-he_whole group into sub-groups for-the purpose of task completion. In

this situation, the leader may give general directions to the large

/
group grid specific directions while circulating among the various task

groups.. Or the leader may give specifillOinstructions to the entire group

and serve as a Member of the functioning task group.

A

1 -In a second situation the leader may use sub-grouping in an effort

to match the personalities of individual members -to achieve maximum

interaction. In this situation the leader might elect to group three
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or foui)Of the more'non-verbal members with a fifth member who is

only 'slightly'Ort outspoken. In this inttance.the'sub-group'goal

might be to encouragejlore individua ;partitipiktion by the non-verbal

members. By eliminatirig the dominking or mare vocal members, the less
. ,

verbgl members are encouraged to participate.

A third man application of subJgrouping is to Allow the group

leader time to deal individually with a member of the group. In this .

context either a co-leader is designated_or the group is left to de-

termine its own leader. This third situation is often employed by

succelsfurteaC)lers.and counselors t sk and guidanceigroups in the

school setting.

Sumo rization

The technique of summarizing may be effectively employed by the
At.

-

group leader (or any group member) to facilitate remembering, to

refocus the group members' attention,,or to terminate an activity or

session.

As a remembering technique the leader or other group member briefly

describesthe main points which were developed during the group session.
AT-

0

The leader then asks the group if any of the significant topics of

areas of interest covered during the session have not been mentioned.

Ey asking the group if all topics have been covered, the members are

forced to remember as best they Qn what actually occured in the session.

As a technique for refocusing attention, the leader may summarize

the stted group purpose,igoal, objective, or specific activity or task.

In thit meter the groiup members are reminded of the ,group's original

purpose, etc., which serves to put the group back on task. The le0er in

this case IL Ictually functioning as a clarifier of information and.

evaluator.
'36
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1 Swim, 'zatlon.as technique for termination offers the leader an

effec.I.J. .avito end a focU3 of discussion, restate what was said, and

then love 'CD another topic or dismiss the group if the time for the

Session is complete. This final summarization has the effect of helping

the members reflect upon what occured during the session, but no time

is. allowed for feedback from. group members. By summarizing-wqhout

feedback a sense of closure is encouraged which allows the members to

. leave the session feeling good about having successfully-completed at

least a ink or the, groUp task.

SUMMARY 1

Ask yourself the following questions shortly after the group has

begun. 0 Pei-iodicallx:ask the questions as the group matures.

1. What type of'

t

atmosPherei exists?

t
2. What type or.ledership style is present?

3. Am I demonstrating the qualities of a good leader?

4: What roles have the various members adopted?

1

5. Are the roles,cons'iructive? Are the roles compatible with the
group goals?

What are the group - goals? What is the purpose of the group? .Do
all memOrs recognize the purpose 4d goals?

is the group coheive? What 7,r I doing to increase cohesion?

8. .`.,it are some of the factor Yniai limit the (moor'

A:.11 am (-eaLng wi.ch diFfficult members?

make Ymajor alteration in my approach? what?
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Handling Silence k _y

Occasionally the leader will askot--guion of the group and will

be met With a deafening silence:- This_ is most discburaOing not only

to the leader but also to the participants, fbrintereSt in the group

:and/9r-the ability of. group members to solve the Ciroup'S problem is

gues'tioned. When a leader asks a general'guestion and is met with fhe N

period of silence it usually ilidirtes one of two main .conditions:

1. The quests is considered rhetorical by the group members and

they areWaiiingfor the group leader to continue with the "lecture.';
2

This,1 an indication that the leader may be overly directive and active

thereby denying.. the members aroppbrtunity to effectively participate.

The members may have the f;ering "What's'the use?" or "It's just what

he wants to hear."

2. Lack of unddrstanding relative to the expected behavior on

the part of the partitipants also leads to'periods of silence. I this

e the participants may not be "following" the discussion-beca e,it

is 'over their heads", irrelevant to them, or just plain boring. As A

/N,
lea r, one may wish to check on the source (cause) of the silence by

asking random members to state in their own words w4at has transpired in

the group and what the group'soals are. If the members can do this

accurately then the lder must assume that the silence is due either to

1) irrelevancy or general boredom. The leader must then strive to actively
. . -4,7,,

involve all partiCipants. This mightitake the form of an exper4ential4

exercise among pa icipants which is' later processed and integrated into

the group fra wo k. The key here is that all metiers should ha've an

active role, In e experience.

.,),--

The leader should realize that boredom can develop in any group. It

is a natural phenomenon when people are asked-to be inactive p sically
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for long periods of time to become less attention and eventually;

disassociated.' Again, 9itivity is,the te/iri,that.it breaks the,

routine,leading to boredom.

Buildidg Personal Credibllity

4As a gfOup leader it, is esp4ially important to

.an adherence to the norms and values the group to

It communicates to other group members a willingness

project effectively

which cloe belongs.

(
to publically

acknowledge that,in which one believes. It furtderiommahicatet thi

leader's assertion of rights at a productive human being.

The level of one's own personal credibility in general is a function

of one's 1) consistency and 2) personal potency. By consistency reference,

is made to the predictability of one's rational behavior patterns. That

is, will the person respond (behave) in. the same way-when presented with

the same situation atonother time'? Can I count on this person to dO

he has,done in the past? The past level of consistency which a person'

has demonstrated may either augment or detract from one's level of cred-
.

ibility. A second aspect of one's credibility involves the idiosyncratic

nature of the person--the personal, effectiveness (potency) of tAiddividual.
, .

One's personal effectiveness Ii dependent upon the extent of one's

1) knowledge base, 2) knowledge of human nature and 3) the ability to

effectively interact with othevs: It is easily seen that for one to function

with a high degree of credibility there

the necessary conditions of consistency

being developed to a high level.
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The Last Word

Leading a group of people through a series-of well

planned activities can be a very rewarding and.productive

experience- -for the leader as well,as the participants.

The Challenqe of leading groups is great whether you are

preparing to lead a series of staff development sessions

for your peers in tie area of'career guidance or to lead

a series of experiential activities for student groups..

We trust that this overview of basic group- dynamics'and

group procedures will help you meet thr challenge of .

group leadership.

)
As rfjnal exercise ?6u may wish to deVelop a short

praCtical summary of this handbook by seekingrswers to

the following questions:

-How can a leader respond td group

'How can a leader handle a blacker?

How can you maintain task orientation or group focusq

can you as a, leader build your credibility?

;:;-it kind of leadership style do you. pre'fer?

Hoy ancan you work with authority figures?
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